Enhancing perception of the local environment with semantic information like the room type is an important ability for agents acting in their environment. Such high-level knowledge can reduce the effort needed for, e.g., object detection. This paper shows how to extract the room label from a small amount of room percepts taken from a certain view point (like the door frame when entering the room). Such functionality is similar to the human ability to get a scene impression from a quick glance. We propose a new 3D spatial feature vector that captures the layout of a scene from extracted planar surfaces. The trained models emulate the human brain sensitivity to the 3D geometry of a room. Further, we show that our descriptor complements the information encoded by the Gist feature vectora first attempt to model the mentioned brain area. The global scene properties are extracted from edge information in 2D depictions of the scene. Both features can be fused resulting in a system that follows our goal to combine psychological insights on human scene perception with physical properties of environments. This paper provides detailed insights into the nature of our spatial descriptor.
Introduction
Recognizing the type of an indoor room, e. g., "living room", is a basic spatial ability of agents. For example, such high-level concepts of the surrounding can be used to activate top-down knowledge that guides the visual analysis in further tasks, e. g., enhancing object detection by context [1, 2, 3] . Humans have special capabilities for recognizing quickly the gist of a scene. It has been hypothesized that object detection plays a minor role while the scene geometry seems to encode the relevant scene information. This hypothesis is supported by the discovery of a brain area called Parahippocampal Place Area (PPA) which gives strong response to stimuli with a spatial layout [4] especially from full-view indoor scenes [5] , but less response to close-up views of scene-relevant objects (e. g., a kitchen oven) and no response to arrays of objects without three-dimensional spatial context. Recent findings propose that in addition to PPA also the area V1, the Retrosplenial Cortex (RSC), and the Lateral Occipital Complex (LOC) contain information to distinguish among natural scene categories [6] . The V1 area seems to be sensitive to local orientations and spatial frequencies while the activity patterns in PPA, RSC, and LOC go beyond low-level features and play a more direct role in humans' ability to categorize scenes. Especially, it is proposed that PPA and RSC are responsible for extracting differences in spatial layout among different categories.
Torralba and colleagues [7] have designed a V1-like feature, the socalled Gist feature, which is a scene representation based on global distribution of spatial frequencies. It classifies 2D images of outdoors scenes based on their spatial properties assembling the so-called spatial envelope. Basically, characteristics like naturalness, openness, roughness, expansion, and ruggedness are encoded. A problem of the Gist feature is that it fails with indoor scenes. This has been tackled recently by using local object information [8] . In contrast to this approach, -along the line of the above psychological findings -we propose to extend the Gist feature with a feature vector [9] that captures like PPA the 3D spatial layout of a room. It is derived from planar surfaces that usually implement most man-made environments [10] . As 3D cameras like the Kinect camera are now available at a reasonable price we show in this paper results for dense point clouds acquired with a SwissRanger camera. Concretely, we show a system that determines the room type of a short sequence of point clouds taken from a certain view point while panning and tilting the camera. But in prin-ciple it is also thinkable to use planar patches extracted from 2D images. Approaches such as Yu's depth-ordered plane extraction from line segments [11] show that computer vision research has made progress towards this direction but results are still not detailed enough to be used reliably for scene classification. The contribution of our paper is a holistic scene model that captures the spatial layout of rooms. The advantage of such models is their independence from specific object detections and knowledge about interdependencies between objects and room types.
The basic idea has already been presented in our ACCV paper [9] . In this paper, we concentrate on an in-depth analysis of the 3D spatial feature vector. We will analyze on our 3D database the reasons for success and failure of our categorization approach. Further, we will explore empirically and systematically how specific spatial information, namely angles, sizes of areas, shapes, and area ratios, contribute to the classification of a specific room type. Last, we will apply our approach to a newly assembled database of Kinect recordings giving us the opportunity to test the 3D spatial feature vector quantitatively on real-world data. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on scene classification, especially, focused on the indoor scene classification problem. Section 3 gives details on plane surface extraction in dense 3D point clouds. Section 4 presents our new 3D feature vector that captures the 3D spatial layout of rooms, gives examples for different room types, shows it distinctiveness, and compares it to the Gist feature vector. Section 5 shows how to derive and fuse scene models and how to adjust the importance of a patch characteristic for a specific room type. Section 6 evaluates the classification performance of the final system and analyzes in-depth the 3D feature vector. Especially, the contribution of the different patch characteristics is further explored providing details on how to choose the appropriate spatial information necessary to learn a specific room model. Section 7 discusses the categorization results achieved for real-world data.
Related Work
Related work on scene classification comes from robotics and computer vision. Approaches from robotics mostly concentrate on recognition and categorization of indoor scenes based on data acquired with robot platforms driving around. Approaches from computer vision categorize 2D images using databases of images collected from the web.
Early spatial abilities of robots have been developed in the context of determining drivable areas followed by the decomposition of maps into places. Places are mostly defined as some continuous areas, which are found through detection of transitions like doorways [12, 13] or segmentation of the open space into connected room-like places [14] . The re-detection of known rooms is often realized by comparing features in the current camera image or laser scan to those in saved views [15, 16, 17] . First attempts into the direction of recognizing the type of a room have been done for the basic place types "corridor", "hallway", "room" and "doorway" using simple geometrical features of 360
• laser scans [12] . Further refining of the concept "room" into sub-concepts like "kitchen", "lab", or "office" has been realized by detecting objects and using interdependencies between objects and room types. These interdependencies can come from an indoor ontology [18] or are learned from training data [19, 20, 21, 22, 2] .
A well-known approach used for real world scene recognition that bypasses detection of individual objects is the so-called Gist descriptor [23] . It captures the Spatial Envelope of a scene by encoding its naturalness, openness, roughness, expansion, and ruggedness. Impressive performance can be achieved for outdoor scenes while indoor scenes remain a problem. Recently, Torralba and colleagues have tackled the break down of the Gist feature for indoor rooms by using object information that comes from histograms of candidate regions computed from prototype images [8] . The usage of local scene information for scene classification has been explored by a variety of computer vision approaches. Mostly, visual words assembling a codebook are computed by clustering local features such as textures or intermediate themes and associating them with a room type by assigning probabilities or encoding their occurrences [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] .
Planar Surface Extraction
As typical man-made indoor environments mostly consist of planar surfaces it is a reasonable step to represent the surrounding 3D scene by a collection of planar patches extracted from the 3D point cloud of the current environment.
In principle, there are three main algorithms for extracting planar surfaces from 3D data: Expectation Maximization (EM), Region Growing (RG), and RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC). The advantage of the RANSAC algorithm [30] is that planes are fitted robustly to data while (a) oriented particles (b) extracted planar patches Figure 1 : (a) shows a set of 3D points transformed to oriented particles. The patches are colored according to their orientations to the axes of the coordinate system. Parallel planes like the wall in the back and the cupboard doors are colored equally (e. g., orange) or with a complementary color (e. g., blue) depending on the sign of the normal. (b) planar patches extracted via region growing using a conormality and coplanarity constraint and a RANSAC refinement.
outliers are omitted. In general, three points are chosen randomly determining a plane and the remaining points are added if they fulfill the plane equation. This basic algorithm can be enhanced by color information [10] or refined by some ICP [31] iterations. The mentioned methods perform well on convex scenes such as halls but may encounter problems in cluttered and noisy scenes like living rooms. EM techniques provide a solution to this problem as for a given number of planes their parameters are estimated such that the likelihood of the (noisy) data is maximized. As the number of planes must be known in advance a second optimization step is needed to determine the correct number of planes. This is often done by minimizing the Bayesian Information Criterion [32] . Planes are dropped if they encode redundant information in the model [33, 34] . In contrast to EM, Region Growing techniques do not need to know the number of planes in advance. In general, the algorithm starts with a seed point and extends the current set with points from the neighborhood if a homogeneity criterion (mostly, planarity criterion) is fulfilled. After the growing has stopped a new plane is initialized by selecting randomly a new seed point [35] . Resulting patches are often noisier compared to those produced by EM and requires therefore subsequent smoothing.
Our scenario requires a methodology that allows segmenting a dense 3D point cloud of a cluttered scene into an arbitrary number of bounded planar patches. We have implemented a region growing approach over 3D points that are enhanced with normal vectors encoding the local surface properties. In recent approaches it has been shown that this local surface information has a positive effect on the surface extraction [36, 37] . Further, neighboring points can be computed efficiently using the 2D image plane for 3D cameras like the SwissRanger or the Kinect. Our algorithm starts with transforming a set of 3D points (sorted row-wise according to their position on the camera's image plane) to a set of oriented particles [38] . The normal vector n i of a point f i is computed by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a set of neighboring points selected through determining the 8-neighborhood N 3×3 of the point f i on the image plane of the camera. Figure 1 (a) shows the estimated oriented particles of an example point set. In a second step, initial planar patches are extracted by by iteratively adding points from the current 8-neighborhood N 3×3 if the conormality and coplanarity constraints are fulfilled [39] . Two points f 1 and f 2 are conormal if the acute angle α between their normals n 1 and n 2 is smaller than a threshold θ α (here, θ α = 10
• ):
Two points f 1 and f 2 are coplanar if their distance d computed with respect to the orientation and distance of the oriented particles is smaller than a threshold θ d :
Finally, the extracted regions are refined by some RANSAC iterations. Figure 1 (b) shows some extracted planar patches. The interested reader is referred for further details to [40] .
Features for Indoor Scene Classification
This section presents the computation of our proposed 3D spatial feature which is based on histograms of plane characteristics. Further, the well-known Gist feature vector is presented which has been developed for scene classification from 2D image utilizing the overall scene information encoded in scene edges [7] . the left close-up shows the acute angle between two patches; the right close-up shows a plane transformed so that the vectors indicating the two largest variance directions in the data are parallel to the coordinate axis [9] ; below the four patch characteristics extracted from an example patch or patch pair are given.
The 3D Spatial Feature Vector
This section is going to present the computation of our new 3D spatial feature vector x 3D . This feature vector aims at capturing the spatial layout of a room in such a way that it is robust to different furnitures and layouts of rooms and different views on them.
A robot can easily capture a dense 3D point cloud using cameras like the SwissRanger or Kinect. A set of planar patches -denoted as P j m j=1 -is extracted from such a point cloud using the method described in the previous section. These patches encode the geometry of a scene independent from scene colors and textures. As shown in Figure 2 each patch can be approximated by a minimum bounding box enclosing the patch points (see right part of Figure 2 ). The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of these points deliver the three vectors a, b, and n. The vector a indicates the direction of the largest variance in the data, b the orthogonal direction with the second largest variance, and n the normal vector. The Each pair of planar patches in
is characterized by: 
Elongate patches have c s -values near to zero while squarish patches are indicated by values near one. The second patch characteristic is the area covered by the patch. For simplicity we approximate (→ A(.)) the patch area by the area of the corresponding bounding box:
For a set of patches P j a set of m shape characteristics C s = c is computed:
A(.)
Characteristics for a patch pair. The angle c and the size ratio c ÷ characteristics are computed for each patch pair with the goal to provide an encoding of a room that is independent to changes in the view or concrete patch arrangement. The angle c 12 between two patches P 1 and P 2 is estimated as acute angle between their normals n 1 and n 2 :
The size ratio characteristic c
is a quotient built from the size of the smaller patch divided by the size of the bigger patch:
A value near zero indicates that patches have quite different sizes while a value near one means that they have roughly the same size. are computed:
The feature vector. For each of the four value sets C s , C A , C , and C ÷ extracted for a given set of planar patches a histogram H(.) is computed and normalized to 1. The normalization factor for x s and x A is m as we have m planar patches and for x and x ÷ m(m − 1) because of m · (m − 1) patch pairs. The four histogram vectors are concatenated to one feature vector x 3D defining the 3D spatial feature vector: 
The Gist Feature Vector
A well-known global feature vector for determining the overall scene of a 2D image has been proposed by Torralba and colleagues [7] . The computation of this so-called Gist feature relies on a wavelet image decomposition. Each image location is represented by the output of filters tuned to different orientations and scales. We have applied Torralba's implementation 1 which consists of a set of Gabor filters of 8 orientations and 4 scales. When a SwissRanger camera is used to capture 3D data the corresponding amplitude image (176 × 144 resolution) can be utilized as gray-scale image for extracting Gist information. As Torralba's implementation requires an image with an edge size of power 2, we have clipped the SwissRanger image to 144 × 144 and have interpolated it bilinearly to 256 × 256. The resulting feature vector x Gist is 512-dimensional. As shown Figure 3 the Gist feature vector encodes the spatial layout of a room based on the edge information introduced by the layout.
Detailed Insights on the 3D and Gist Feature in the Indoor Context
This section will give some insights into the nature of the 3D and Gist feature vector when applied to the indoor classification problem. The analysis is conducted on our IKEA database (→ Section 6.1, a database that contains frames from 28 rooms spread over 6 room types). We compute for each room type in the database its class centroid using the 3D spatial features extracted from all frames of a specific room type. Figure 4 shows for each room type the frame which is closest to the corresponding centroid. The amplitude image and the extracted planar surfaces are displayed. The selected frames are remarkably intuitive views on the rooms, especially, if compared to the frames which are farthest away from the class centroid (see Figure 5 . Such frames consist at least partially of close-up views on doors or show room type unrelated parts like the sideboard in the case of the eating place. Intersection Kernel [41] :
We further visualize the separation quality of the different room categories by plotting per category the 50 feature vectors that are closest to the mean histogram of the category. This is done in 2D via classical multidimensional scaling [42] to preserve the original inter-point distances and can be looked up in Figure 7 . It can be seen that four clusters which correspond to the room categories bathroom, bedroom, kitchen, and living room are clearly visible. Only office and eating place are not clearly distinguishable in the 2D plot. Recalling the spatial layouts of the two room types this is reasonable since both room types share some similarities like being assembled of at least a table and a chair. Figure 7 shows also the plots of the sub-features x , x s , x A , and x ÷ . They illustrate which plane property describes a room class best. For example, angle, shape, and size characteristic separate "bathroom" percepts from other percepts. "Bedroom" percepts only differ clearly from other rooms when the size characteristic is observed and "eating place" percepts when the size ratio characteristic is observed. In both characteristics also a definite "kitchen" cluster is visible. A clear "office" cluster is not noticeable in the defined patch characteristics. A further analysis of the correlations between the sub-vectors is given in Section 6.3. Figure 8 shows a 2D plot of some Gist features computed on amplitude images in the 3D IKEA database. Per category again the mean feature vector and the 50 closest vectors are displayed. The clusters for bathroom, bedroom, and a subpart of the office category are already in 2D nicely separated. But as plotting 512-dimensional feature vectors in 2D while preserving their inter-point distances is a hard problem we have also examined the 3D feature plot. It turns out that the "eating place" forms a compact cluster while in 3D "kitchen", a subpart of the "office" cluster, and the "living room" cluster are still intersecting and are not linearly separable. Fortunately, the 3D features form a compact cluster for "living room" so that the spatial features can contribute substantially to the categorization of "living room" percepts (see Section 6.2).
Training Room Models and Combining Single Classifications
After suitable features have been computed classifiers are trained to estimate the boundaries between the different room types. For each room type a discriminant model is learned which can be used to compute the probability that a feature belongs to a class. For example, this probability could dependent on the distance of a feature vector to the class boundary. We refer to this set of classifiers as the holistic scene model.
Given a set of 6 classes Ω = { ω i } = { bath., bed., eat., kit., liv., off. } (11) a vector of discriminant functions G( x) is learned where each function g i ( x) maps the n-dimensional feature vector x on a scalar value d i encoding how likely x lies in class ω i [43] :
The final decision on the best class model is based on determining that class boundary to which the feature vector x has the largest distance. Mathematically, this can be formulated by a decision function E(.) which maps the vector d on a binary vector e with the i 1 -th component equal to 1 if i 1 = arg max i d i is the maximum value in d. All other components are set to 0:
. . , e 6 , where
This equation also incorporates the rejection of uninformative scene views by setting the i 1 -th component to 0 if the corresponding distance value d i 1 does not differ significantly from the second largest distance value d i 2 .
During evaluation θ rej = 0.05 has turned out to be best suited as not more than 20% of the test frames have been rejected. A classification decision based on a single feature vector might be quite noisy because of the limited view of the SwissRanger camera. Fortunately, the envisioned scenario where a standing robot scans an unknown room by panning and tilting its camera allows a stabilization of the room categorization by fusing classifier responses of several consecutive frames
. This set of frames is transformed to a set of feature vectors
.
The corresponding set of classifier responses
can be seen as results of independent classifiers which means that simple classifier combination schemes are an obvious choice [44] . According to Kittler's theoretical framework [45] the fusion can then be done through a product, sum, max, min, median, or majority vote rule. In an experimental comparison, Kittler and colleagues have shown that the sum rule outperforms the other classifier combination schemes. Therefore, we fuse the normalized classifier responses of consecutive frames using the following sum rule:
The logistic function l(.) normalizes the distances to the class boundaries to values in the range of [ 0, 1 ]. The decision function E(.) can also be applied to the summed classifier responses. This combination scheme can be easily extended by other feature vectors simply through adding the classifier responses of all feature vectors:
So far, we have concatenated the four sub-vectors x , x ÷ , x s , and x A encoding the spatial layout as one feature vector. Instead of concatenation, one could also think of other combination strategies like the classifier fusion through summing up sub-responses as proposed in Equation 14 . However, the unweighted summing of classifier responses can only form a baseline. Therefore, we have applied an AdaBoost algorithm [46] for a binary classification task to choose for each room type the best weak classifiers and their weights. As formulated above, we see our classification task as a binary decision per room type (e.g., "bath" or "no bath", see Equation 12). Therefore, the boosting algorithm is applied to each room type separately to find per room type the best combination of weak classifiers. Concretely, we define the family of weak classifiers G as set of four weak classifiers based on the four sub-features x , x ÷ , x A , and x s :
Given the training set ( with i = 1, . . . , m. In iteration t (= 1, . . . , T) the classifier g t is chosen that maximizes the absolute difference of the weighted error t from 0.5 with respect to the distribution w t :
The distribution is updated by
and the final classifier for a room type is then defined as:
It provides votes for the room types so that the overall classification is a maximum decision over the votes given by: 12 ). (20) This allows to fuse the responses of this new strong spatial classifier with the Gist classifier and over time in the same way as proposed in Equation 15.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the classification performance of our new 3D spatial feature vector we have collected a new 3D indoor database. Details on this database are give in Section 6.1. Using this database Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are trained [47] . Per class one SVM model g i ( x) is trained using the one-vs-all training scheme where all frames in the 3D database (without the frames of the test sequences) belonging to one room type form the positive samples and all remaining frames are used to sample the same amount of negative samples. The SVM light library 2 [48] is utilized using the built-in Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. The RBF parameter γ and the regularization parameter c are optimized in a 10-fold-cross-validation scheme choosing a model with a small number of support vectors while reducing the classification error (here, c = 900 and γ = 2). In Section 6.2 we compare the classification rates of the 3D spatial feature vector with other feature extraction approaches and analyze in-depth for which classes the spatial feature vectors perform well and the reasons for failures. In Section 6.3 we analyze the influence of the four patch characteristics on the classification of indoor scenes.
The 3D IKEA database
Existing databases of indoor percepts 3 4 5 are either not taken from a robots perspective or are assembled from 2D color images of indoor rooms 6 or contain only outdoor scenes for which 3D data is estimated 7 [50] . The 3D spatial layout of an indoor scene can be inferred from a 2D image using line segments [51, 52, 53, 11, 54] , but the resulting 3D layout is currently to errorneous and coarse for capturing all relevant spatial structures about scene-typical furniture that is necessary for our 3D spatial feature vector. Exemplarily, we have applied the geometric reasoning approach [51] to a 2D picture of a bathroom. Figure 9 shows the achieved result. The general frame of the room is estimated partially, but important mid-level spatial structures like the toilet or the washbasin are missed at all. Inferring the 3D structure using the LabelMe3DToolbox [50] also fails for indoor images.
Instead, we have compiled an own indoor database 8 to explore the applicability of the 3D spatial layout of indoor scenes for categorizing data of a room a mobile robot will be typically confronted with. This database contains dense 3D point clouds from a sufficient large number of different rooms. Sensors like the SwissRanger or the Kinect camera are best suited for capturing in real-time dense 3D point clouds from indoor rooms, especially, from homogeneous furniture areas. As the data acquisition has been done in 2009, we have taken the SwissRanger SR3100 camera to a regular IKEA home-center 9 . The exhibition is ideally organized for our example room using LabelMe3DToolbox [50] using Geometric Reasoning [51] Figure 9: Two results of extracting 3D information from a single 2D picture of a bathroom. The tested approaches are the LabelMe3DToolbox [50] extracting 3D information from user annotations and Geometric Reasoning [51] infering the spatial layout from detected line segments.
purpose as it is assembled by opened 3D boxes showing example rooms. 28 rooms of 6 room types have been scanned for round about 30 seconds with a SwissRanger camera that was panned and tilted continuously by ca. 40
• left/right and ca. 10 • up/down. As the average frame rate of the camera is ca. 10 fps this results in an acquisition of 300 to 400 frames per room. The camera was positioned at a height of ca. 140cm simulating the robot's view. Figure 10 shows digital photos of the scanned rooms taken at the positions of the 3D camera. As IKEA has stores all over the world, a database on IKEA data can be easily extended and holds furniture arrangements available in real rooms all over the world.
Detailed Analysis of Categorization Performances
This section is going to compare the classification performances that can be achieved by different features on the 3D IKEA database. The evaluated features are our proposed 3D spatial feature vector x 3D (→ Section 4.1), the Gist feature vector x Gist , the Depth-Gist feature vector x DGist where the Gist computation is applied to depth images, and Lazebnik's feature vector x SP which is based on a spatially ordered visual vocabulary. Their 2D local features are edge points at two scales and eight orientations and SIFT descriptors of 16 × 16 pixel patches.
Setup of the Experiments
The envisioned analysis require a separated training and test set. Both sets are generated by choosing randomly from the 3D database one room per room type as test sequence. The remaining rooms of one type form the training set for this room class. This selection is repeated 10 times. The classification rates are averaged over these 10 runs. The following evaluation is done on classification curves computed for an increasing fusion window ∆t (concretely from 1 to 300 frames of a test sequence) and on confusion matrices computed for ∆t = 70. This fusion window might be a typical fusion window for robotic applications as this would result in a "I'm taking a quick look around"-behavior of a robot. Figure 11 shows the classifications rates originally presented in our ACCV paper [9] . As we aim in this paper for a detailed analysis of the applicability of the 3D spatial feature vector to the scene classification task, we are going to take a deeper look on the so far achieved classification results. First, our attention was drawn by the low classification rates for the bedroom class (0.53) and the office class (0.41) if using 3D and Gist features in combination (see ( x 3D , x Gist )). For the bedroom class it turned out that by accident in half of the cases the room bed.1 was selected as test room. A detailed look on this sequence revealed that only 30% of the frames show meaningful views on the bedroom. A meaningful view contains the bed like shown in Figure 12 as this is the most important furniture in a bedroom. Unfortunately, the majority of frames in sequence bed.1 shows the front or the side of a cupboard which could be located anywhere in a flat. These not-meaningful views mislead the classification and as sequence bed.1 was selected as test room disproportionately more often than the other bedroom sequences the bad classification rate of bed.1 has a strong impact on the overall classification rate of the bedroom class. To ensure a fair comparison between the different room types, we have decided to re-run the experiment with a new sampling of test rooms. Special attention was paid to the distribution of the test rooms. Every room appears equally often over the test sets but the concrete test sets are still arranged randomly. The generated test sets are listed in Figure 14(a) . Figure 13 shows the overall classification rates for the new test sets. The effect of well-balanced test sets is directly visible in the confusion matrix of ( x 3D , x Gist ). The classification rate of the bedroom class is increased significantly from 0.53 to 0.73 while the classification rates of the other room types stay stable. The improvement mostly originates from the better classification performance of the 3D spatial feature vector x 3D .
Discussion of the Results
The equal appearance of every room in the test sets allows to analyze systematically the classification rates of the specific room sequences. Figure 15 shows the classification rates for each class per run. One important observation is that the classification of test sequences is 100% correct or fails completely (curve converges to 0.00) if more and more frames are considered. There exists two types of failures. Some sequences are misclassified already for small fusion windows (like the "office"-curve in run4). Some sequences are misclassified for larger fusion windows (e.g., ∆t > 200 like the "office"-sequence in run6). The first failure occurs if the trained room model does not fit the test sequence at all. The second failure occurs if the sequence partly consists of not-meaningful frames which overrule the meaningful frames. The sequences that are classified correctly if all frames are considered have a better meaningful to not-meaningful ratio. The larger the amount of meaningful frames the earlier 100%-classification rate can be achieved for a sequence. For a detailed analysis of the test sequences we have rated the classification performance of each test sequence over the 10 runs. Three labels are possible: "correct" (c) if the sequence is classified 100% correct, at least when all frames are considered, "failed" (f) if the classification failed completely already for small fusion windows, and "partly" (p) if the classification rate of a sequence drops to 0.00 for fusion windows bigger than 150 frames. Figure 14(b) shows the rating of the classification performance of each room according to this definition. It can be seen that if the classification of a specific room type fails than it is always the same specific room. In particular, the sequences bed.4, eat.6, and off.2 are hardly classified correctly. Figure 14 (c) shows typical views from these sequences. The bad performance on the office sequence off.2 seems reasonable as a lot of views are close-ups of the table. The spatial structure of these frames is mostly just one plane. Here, the patch pair characteristics, like angle or area ratio, are hard to compute on one planar patch resulting in an inappropriate spatial feature vector. As eating place sequences could also contain views just showing the top of a table, the confusion of office frames with eating place frames and vice versa is not surprising. A solution to this problem could be to disregard frames which contain just one dominant plane. The second typical view in the off.2-sequence is showing a sideboard. As sideboards could be placed anywhere in a flat this is a not-meaningful view. Only the frames showing the chair should give a strong hint for an office but seemed not to appear often enough in the off.2-sequence (especially, in combination with the desk) to rule out the not-meaningful views. A solution could be to integrate detectors for objects that are mandatory for a specific room type (like office chair is for an office). Detector responses could increase the importance of views where these objects have been detected.
Last, one could be quite curious about the bad classification rate for the bedroom sequence bed.4. It seems to be a prototypical bedroom arrangement. But using the knowledge that this room is mostly mistaken for a living room we took a deeper look on the concrete arrangement of the spatial structures in this room. Most important is the constellation of the armchair, the bed, and the bench in front of the bed. The arrangement of planar patches is quite similar to a living room. The living rooms in this database typically had armchairs. The bench could be interpreted as a couch table and the bed would be a large sofa. Here, it is not so clear whether object information would improve the classification. But some statistics about the space between the patches could be helpful as table and sofa should have some space in between while this is not necessary for the bed-bench constellation.
To conclude the analysis of Figure 13 and Figure 15 , it could be said that with the combination of our 3D and Gist feature vector a classification performance of above 90% can be achieved on complete sequences in the IKEA database. Further, it can be seen that the 3D spatial feature vector x 3D often fails for kitchen and eating place sequences which are no problem for the Gist feature vector x Gist . For living room sequences the situation is vice versa. Here, the Gist feature vector often fails. Especially, the sequences liv.1, liv.2, and liv.4 are misclassified. These three rooms have in common that the couch tables do not produce strong edge features and that there are a lot of curved edges compared to the other two rooms liv.3 and liv.5. Such different edge information within a class is quite challenging to handle for an edge based descriptor like the Gist feature. The 3D spatial feature vector is more suitable for the living room room type as the surface structures are independent from the curvy form of the sofa or the table. The complementary behavior of both features for these two room classes leads to an improvement of the classification performance of these classes if both features are combined (see Figure 13) . The overall classification rate of ( x 3D , x Gist ) also outperforms the two other features chosen for comparison. Neither the Depth Gist feature x DGist nor the local 2D feature based approach of Lazebnik x SP can achieve comparable rates. A , x , x ÷ , and x s .
In-depth Analysis of the Spatial Sub-Vectors
The 3D feature vector x 3D consists of four sub-vectors capturing four properties of planar patches assembling a room (→ subsection 4.1). This section explores the contribution of each sub-vector to the classification performance of the 3D feature vector. First, the same evaluation with the same test rooms as presented above is run for the four sub-vectors x , x ÷ , x A , and x s . Second, we will apply a boosting algorithm to determine the characteristics that contribute most to a specific room type. Figure 16 displays for the different sub-vectors the classification rates averaged over the room types and 10 runs as well as confusion matrices for ∆t = 70. The curves give the classification progress when the fusion window is increased from ∆t = 1 to ∆t = 300. The best performing subvector is x A with a rate of round about 0.60 followed by x , x ÷ , and x s all with a rate of round about 0.30. The observation that the classification rates start to decrease if the fusion window becomes too large indicates that over the complete sequence more frames are misclassified than labeled correctly. But the correct and wrong responses seem to be spread in a way that for smaller fusion windows enough correct responses could be accumulated or alternatively rejected successfully.
Emperical Analysis
A look on the confusion matrices of the four patch characteristics reveals further that the angle characteristic x contributes mostly to the bathroom and eating place models, the arearatio characteristic x ÷ to the bedroom and eating place sequences, the shape characteristic x s to the bath model and little to the kitchen model. The area characteristic x A is the best performing one and contributes mostly to bathroom, bedroom, eating place, and living room models. The confusion matrices show also which room types share one of the four characteristics. For example, eating places and kitchen have frames with a similar patch size and shape distribution. An explanation for this effect could be the fact that in the IKEA exhibition eating places have been displayed together with kitchens which resulted in kitchen recordings where some views show also an eating place. For the eating places the situation is vice versa. In some of the eating place sequences the kitchen might be visible in the background.
Systematic Analysis
The empirical impression that patch characteristics contribute differently to the classification of room types can be approved systematically by applying a boosting algorithm. The basic idea is to learn per room type the optimal combination of these patch characteristics. Instead of concatenating the four sub-vectors x , x ÷ , x A , and x s to one feature vector giving them equal importance, the responses of the models g , g ÷ , g A , and g s trained using the four sub-vectors separately are combined by a weighted sum (see Equation 19) . For each room model individual weights for the four sub-vectors are learned assigning high weights to those patch characteristics that contribute most to the correct classification of the corresponding room type. The concrete algorithm is introduced in Section 5. Figure 17 shows the weights of the four sub-vectors learned for each room type. The dominant patch characteristic for the bedroom, eating place, living room, and office is the size of the patches encoded in g A . The shape of patches encoded in g s is mainly important for the bathroom class, but the other patch characteristics play also a significant role. The four patch characteristics contribute equally to the kitchen model. These results are aligned with the empirical observations derived from the classification rates shown in Figure 16 .
As introduced in Equation 20 , a collection of weighted sums, one per room type, assembles the new 3D classifier G 3D . Each sum adds up the four binary classifiers (g , g ÷ , g A , g s ) trained separately on the four patch characteristics. The weights are selected according to Figure 17 . We refer to the set of four feature vectors as and ( x 3D , x Gist ) are also displayed. All rates are average values computed over the 10 test sets used in Section 6.2.1. Classification rates are similar for the baseline and boosted version of our approach. In particular, boosting does not improve the overall classification rates. But the per-class rates for the bedroom and the eating place class got improved and are decreased for the kitchen and office class. The classification of the bedroom benefits most from the boosting approach as the weight pattern for this class deviates at most from the assigning equal importance to each of the four patch characteristics. The boosting approach increases the importance of the patch size characteristic and reduces the other characteristics. The resulting classifier performs for this specific class better than the baseline classifier trained on x 3D which is disturbed by the other patch characteristics. Even though no difference in the classification rates between the baseline and the boosting approach can be observed, there might be a difference in the generalization ability. To analyze this, we examine the number of learned support vectors. The assumption is that SVM models based on few support vectors generalize more than models based on many vectors. The reason is that models with many vectors are endangered to over-fit the database on which they are trained and might not be able to handle new data. Figure 6 .3.2 lists the support vectors for the different models. It can be seen that the room models trained on the sub-vectors x , x ÷ , x A , and x s are much smaller than the models trained on x 3D . Their models consist of 10 to 20 support vectors. Consequently, the boosting variant of our categorization is based on maximal 80 support vectors which is less than half of the support vectors needed in the baseline approach. To conclude, one could state that the boosting approach realizes the more abstract room models.
Application to Real World Data
This section is going to investigate the applicability of the 3D spatial feature vector to data from real world environments. For this purpose, the Berkeley 3D Object Dataset 10 [55] is used. This dataset is a compilation of Kinect data which was recorded and submitted by diverse people all around the world. The dataset consist of data from rooms arranged and equipped for living purposes of the residents and not for sale purposes. Section 7.1 gives further details for this dataset. Section 7.2 describes the preprocessing of the data in order to generate a suitable training base. Section 7.3 presents the classification results.
The Berkeley 3D Object Dataset
The Berkeley 3D Object Dataset is a database where people all around the world contributed Kinect recordings. Most recordings show close-up views of objects, but a subpart of the database also shows views on rooms from people's flats. Figure 20 shows the rooms we have selected to test the performance of our 3D spatial feature vector on Kinect data from real apartments recorded from people who did not have our application in mind. We have selected 37 rooms spread over the six room types. Some rooms are represented by several shots recorded from different view points. In total 74 shots are utilized for the following evaluation.
Preprocessing the Selected Data
Unfortunately, people did not provide per room a sequence of Kinect data taken while the camera is shifted and tilted simulating a robot looking around. This means that in the first place we cannot extract enough features to train our room models. But the Kinect camera provides a 3D point cloud with quite high resolution (640 × 480 points) and has a wider recording angle than the SwissRanger camera (see Figure 21(a) ). These characteristics can be used to sample sub-windows from one Kinect point cloud. Per subwindow one spatial feature vector is computed resulting in a much bigger set of features available for training.
The raw Kinect point is quite noisy, especially, surfaces further away from the camera center are quite thickened. Therefore, the 640 × 480 point cloud is sampled down to 256 × 192. The bilinear interpolation reduces Figure 22 shows the classification rates that are achievable on a subpart of the Berkeley 3D Object Dataset using Gist features x Gist , the 3D spatial feature vector x 3D , and two combinations of this two features. One combination, ( x 3D , x Gist ), results from summing up normalized responses of models trained on x 3D and x Gist as introduced in Equation 15 . For the second combination, ( x 3D Boost , x Gist ), separate responses from the four patch characteristics are accumulated by a weighted sum as defined in Equation 19 and 20. The weights are estimated using an AdaBoost algorithm like described in Section 6.3. The classification rates are average values over 10 test sets.
Classification Results
The classification rates of the Gist feature and the 3D spatial feature are around 0.60 while the rate of the combined features is around 0.70. One important difference of the rate curves compared to the curves computed for the IKEA database (e.g. Figure 13 ) is that the fusion over consecutive windows does not result in such a large increase of the classification rate as it is the case for the IKEA database. The reason for this is that typically a smaller part of a room was captured. However, the captured views are all relevant. This is not the case in the IKEA database. This means, on the one hand, that in the IKEA database more information about a room is available but, on the other hand, more noise and irrelevant data (e.g., close-up views) needs to be handled. In contrast to that, the Berkeley 3D Object Dataset provides less information about a room but there are no irrelevant views. Therefore, quite good classification rates can be achieved for already small fusion windows (e.g., ∆t = 20). But the rates do not improve much if the fusion window is enlarged because other views on a room, which might be helpful, are not available. Nevertheless, we can show that a wide variety of real world rooms (tidy and messy ones) can be classified successfully with our combination of 3D and Gist feature vector while neglecting object information completely.
In Figure 20 the check (correct) and the cross (failed) indicate whether this particular room was classified correctly in one of the test runs. We have run the training and testing 25 times to ensure that every room from the biggest class appears at least once in a test set. The categorization of one room is based on the fused responses of all 187 sub-windows. 77% of the rooms are classified correctly. Especially, most bathrooms, kitchens, and living rooms are recognized correctly. Our approach has problems with the two small classes, bedroom and office. This might be due to the fact that not enough training data was available. To fit our purposes, the Berkeley 3D Object Dataset would need here an extension. A second reason might be that our approach to rely on global spatial information for indoor scene categorization is not best suited for this two room types as the same problem already appeared for the IKEA database. There, bedroom and office sequence were also misclassified quite often. Again one solution could be to integrate object information, especially those that are mandatory for a certain room type like office chair and desk are for offices. However, the challenge is that a good first guess of the room type can be necessary to detect such objects reliably.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have presented a holistic scene model providing a rough scene impression of the robot's local environment. It relies on spatial information rather than on object information. 3D spatial features are defined encoding the 3D scene geometry given as a set of planar patches. Shape and size are a standard characteristic of patches, while angle and size ratio between two patches are a novel idea in such kind of patch analysis. We focus on analyzing the relation between patches for extracting information about the spatial layout. Evaluating the defined 25-dimensional 3D feature vector on the 3D IKEA database has shown a remarkable performance. It emphasizes the careful design of this new feature vector, especially if contrasted with the Gist feature computed on depth images. As the 3D layout of a 3D point cloud and the Gist information of the corresponding 2D image capture complementary aspects of a scene layout fusing both vectors leads to an error reduction of about 50% in recognizing the type of an indoor scene. Testing this holistic scene model on the 3D Berkeley Dataset shows that our approach also works for real-world data.
We have shown that indoor rooms, in particular bath rooms, eating places, kitchens, and living rooms, have room type specific arrangements which can be captured by the 3D feature vector. Failures in the mentioned rooms mostly arise from not-meaningful views. This not-meaningful views are either close-up views on tables, walls, and so on or show furniture that could found anywhere in a flat like a sideboard. We plan to introduce additional processing at two stages of our categorization system to handle these not-meaningful views. Close-up views could be detected during preprocessing by neglecting frames that are dominated by one pla-nar surface. Further, the 3D spatial features of all rooms can be analyzed for the existence of large clusters. A large cluster would indicate a specific arrangement of planar patches that appears in all rooms independent from their type, e.g., a room corner. We assume that such views do not contribute to the categorization of room and should be rejected. Views of not-meaningful furniture could be handled on the classification stage of our system. Therefor, we would need to annotate such views in our database and to train a separate classifier. It is thinkable that good results can be achieved if, similar the setup of decision trees, the system first decides on the meaningfulness of a frame and estimates afterwards for the meaningful views the room type. Even further hierarchies could be interesting to investigate where room types are divided into functional subparts of a scene like "a wall with bookshelves" or "sideboard-like-furniture for placing things on it". Such scene subparts might be specific for a top level room type or could appear across different room types. Learning weights for the different subparts could help to learn which spatial layout is mandatory for a specific room type and which subparts are optional.
To further reduce misclassification of meaningful frames like frames from some bedroom and office sequences, we will concentrate in future on two approaches. The first one, will be defining further patch characteristics similar to those listed by Mozos [56] and others, e.g., analyzing the free space between the patches for capturing more details on the relations between patches. The second one, will concentrate on the question how to determine mandatory objects for a room type, how to detect them, and how to integrate them with classification results from global features. Our approach to accumulate classifier responses by a weighted sum could be in principle extended straight-forward by just introducing an additional summation term for object responses. However, the challenging question is how to determine which objects are mandatory for which room type, how to detect these objects, and how to assign suitable weights to the detector outputs. Insights from mechanisms of human cognition of rooms can give us the critical points to approach these problems.
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